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Introduction
A clear and confident understanding of user roles is vital to successfully managing NetSuite. Whether
you are implementing a new account, cleaning up an old one or setting up segregation of duties for SOX
compliance, you need to have a firm grasp of a few fundamentals.
We’ve put together this eBook to help NetSuite professionals understand, use and optimize roles and
permissions in their account.
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1

Understanding User Roles

NetSuite has a role-based access control system. This means that each user needs a role assigned to
them in order to get access, and that role governs what they can see and do in the system.
So far so good. But the complexity and, for many people, the intimidation comes from the number of different ways in which a user
role can be configured.
Let’s look at the numbers. There are 636 distinct permissions governing 4923 separate tasks, searches and records. In addition,
each role can have a preferred or required list view or form for every record and transaction type. And on top of that are all of the
contextual settings that govern what data a user sees from different segments and subsidiaries. Depending on the nature of your
account, that could be hundreds of thousands of potential combinations.
However, the reality is rarely that complex. In simple terms, roles are made of three things:

1. Permissions

2. Restrictions

3. Interfaces

Permissions give you the right to see
data and do things with it

Restrictions limit your use of a
permission to data relating to your
subsidiary, department or class

Interfaces, such as forms, list views
and dashboards, and the overall
navigation theme known as a ‘center,’
define how you see things

Setting Up Roles
Setting up roles correctly is simply a matter of figuring out
what the user needs to do and what limits need to be applied
(or could be applied to help them work more efficiently), and
figuring out the way in which information can or must be
presented.
NetSuite’s standard library of user roles is a great reference
for many smaller organizations, and a good starting point for
larger companies. However, you should never, ever use them
because they cannot be customized without wiping out user
dashboards.
With that in mind, let’s look at some of the main concepts
you’ll encounter as you get familiar with user roles in NetSuite.
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1.1 Permissions

1.2 Permissions Levels

Permissions is such an important topic that we will give it its
own section shortly — but since it is the first thing anyone
thinks about when they talk about user roles, we will do a
quick overview now.

Most permissions also have a range of acceptable permission
levels, from View to Full. They are:

Each user role (except Administrator) needs at least one
permission. Essentially, a permission is a bundle of rights. For
example, the Work Order permission governs the creation
and editing of, you guessed it, work orders. However, it also
governs related processes, such as the creation and use of
manufacturing projects.

View: The user can see the data but cannot
change it

•

Create: The user can see or create a record or
transaction, but cannot edit it

•

Edit: The user can see, create and change a
record or transaction after it was created

•

Full: The user can see, create, edit or delete a

It’s not important that you know what these are (unless, in this
case, you are in manufacturing). The key thing to remember
is that permissions usually include all the related rights you
need for that part of a process. While this is great for most
companies, it can cause challenges for segregation of duties if
you need to break these steps into pieces.

When a record is deleted or merged, NetSuite maintains a
record that it used to exist, but not the data that was in the
record, including the history.

There are also some super permissions, such as Find
Transaction, which are needed by most users in order to view
lists of transactions. The ability to export lists is also its own
permission — one which most people should not have.

For this reason, you should be very, very careful about
granting Full permission levels to almost anyone, for almost
anything — almost no operational roles should have any
transactional permission set at Full.

Administrators have all permissions AND the ability to
grant access to anyone AND the ability to delete your entire
account. So you should be very careful about who you give
Admin access to!

We strongly recommend that everyone enable
the Use Deletion Reason feature in your account:
Setup>Company>Enable Features>Company>Use
Deletion Reason.

Strongpoint has a control that

PRO TIP

•

completely blocks the assignment
of Admin permissions and any other
sensitive rights. This can be extremely
useful if you need to demonstrate
tight access controls to auditors or, in

record or transaction

A few permissions don’t have all of the levels. However, a
slight complication is that some of the capabilities granted by
a permission do not appear unless you have selected a high
permission. In most cases, these are obvious. For example, to
file an expense report you need to at least have the Create
level on the Expense Report permission.
Some are a little more obscure. For example, a user needs
Full rights of the Find Transaction permission to perform bulk
operations on transactions. But since this activity can radically
change or delete transactions, the restriction makes sense
given what we talked about above.

the words of one of our customers, if
you “want to sleep at night.”
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1.3 Enabled, Preferred and
Required Forms and Searches
In addition to restricting the ability to view, create or edit an
entire transaction or record, roles can also restrict the data a
user can see and change using required list views and forms.
For example, you may not want your salespeople changing
certain fields on the customer record that are part of your
provisioning or finance processes. By assigning a required
customer form to the sales team role, you can hide these
fields, or block edits to them. If you do this, however, always
ensure you create a companion list view that similarly
protects the data.
You can also set a form or list view as Preferred, which helps
ensure that users with a given role see the right form — but
also gives them flexibility to change to a different version if
necessary. By default, all forms are enabled, which means
ANY different version is visible. You can restrict this by
disabling forms for a given role at the User Role record.
You can set a form or list view as Preferred, both at the form
and on the role. But you can only set the required form or list
view from the User Role record itself.

To recap: Preferred is a default setting. Enabled
defines what forms a user can see in addition to the preferred
one.

PRO TIP

The Restricted setting limits the user to a single form. The
only reason to use a restricted form is to protect data or steps
in a process.

A change to a restricted form is
effectively a change in the User Role
itself. Strongpoint automatically

Searches work essentially the same way. Any search can be
set as the preferred or required search form, search results,
list view, dashboard view or sublist view for any record type.
Restricted search results and list views are often used to
prevent viewing or direct list editing of sensitive information.
The Public and Audience settings on a search are equivalent
to the Enabled setting on a form.

1.4 Role Settings
There are two additional types of settings on roles. We call
them contextual settings, since they allow us to limit or guide
the use of a broader permission to the appropriate context,
such as a single subsidiary.
The first types of contextual setting define whether users
under the role are considered sales people or support
reps for the purposes of sales force automation or support
management.
The second, and most important, are segmentation settings,
which relate to the part of a NetSuite account that a user can
see or interact with. These settings are incredibly powerful for
allowing you to use a single role across different parts of the
organization.
For example, you could have the same job responsibilities
and forms in your Canadian and US divisions. However, you
may want to restrict the Canadian team from accessing or
changing US records. To do this, you can either default the
value of a segment (whether it’s a subsidiary, department or
class), or restrict access based on the segment set on the user
record (or its sub-segments, if applicable).
This can also be based on the employee assigned to a
transaction. In all cases, you can allow users to view but not
change data outside their context — which comes in handy
when your Canadian team covers for your US team on July
4th.

identifies these changes as more
sensitive and riskier than an ordinary
form change and elevates them to
the proper authority.
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1.5 Script Dependencies

To find unassigned roles, simply run a search of the employee
record and group the results by role. Any user role that isn’t
on the list is not assigned to anyone.

There’s one exception to everything we just covered, and
that’s scripts. Scripts can execute in any role, even the
Administrator role, depending on the deployment.

PRO TIP

Therefore, it’s possible to create a user event or Suitelet script
that goes around any of the above restrictions. This can allow
a user to see or change data they cannot normally — and
shouldn’t be able to — see and change. As a result, you need
to identify any scripts that are deployed in your system that
use a specified Role.

To find unused roles, run a search of the login audit trail
(Setup>Manage Users>View User Login Audit Trail) for all
logins in the last six months. If the role is not on this list, it is
not in use.
In a busy account, this search may time out. To work around
the problem, narrow your search to just the roles you are
concerned about.
Generally, identifying both unassigned and unused roles is
straightforward, whether you use Strongpoint or not. The gap
in the process comes when you need to check the “Execute
As Role” field, which is not available in searches of script
deployments. Strongpoint has specific tools that can assist
with this final check.
Once you’ve identified candidates for deprecation, cleaning
them up is simple. Just go to the list of user roles and
inactivate them. They will be instantly removed from the list,
and removed from any users they were assigned to.

Strongpoint automatically documents
script dependencies and enables you
to set up specific controls to ensure
that they are reviewed and approved.

Activating them again will add them back to all users. Any
roles inactive for more than 6 months can be deleted.

1.6 Cleaning Up Unused
Roles

Strongpoint provides an extra level
of security and peace of mind when
cleaning up unused and unassigned
roles. Our products automatically
store deleted roles in a permanent

1. Unassigned roles that are not

archive that can be restored at any

assigned to anyone

time.

PRO TIP

One of the most common questions we get is about cleaning
up unused roles. When planning a cleanup project, there are
two types of roles to consider:

2. Unused roles that are assigned but
not in use
Strongpoint has tools that make finding both of these quick
and easy. But it’s also possible to get the job done using saved
searches.
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2

Understanding Permissions

2.1 What Is a Permission?

2.3 How Do Permissions
Affect Navigation?

We touched on permissions and permission sets in Section
1 — now it’s time to dive deeper. Permissions are a key part
of roles but are often a source of confusion in their own right.
This is primarily due to the variety of capabilities they govern.
Some permissions seem narrow but affect most, if not
all, users. Others seem quite broad but apply to only a
very limited group of users. Others still, such as the Find
Transactions permission, cannot be used effectively without
another permission.
One key thing that needs to be remembered is that almost
all the capabilities included in the Administrator role are
available as separate permissions. The best way to think about
a permission is as a shortcut that enables Administrators to
give a role a group of capabilities in one step.

NetSuite releases new documentation for permissions at least
semi-annually. This documentation describes 636 separate
permissions in reference to tasks, records, searches and report
components.
While this documentation can make the relationship between
permissions and tasks seem complex, the reality is quite
simple.
The View permission level of most, if not all, permissions
controls the navigation and, in some cases, the ability to add
a reminder to a dashboard. The other levels control the ability
to create, change or delete data in records, transactions or
settings, which in turn may change the functionality of an
interface by adding a button or enabling an approval status.
This is true not just of data and transactions, but also of all of
the configuration permissions noted above. Additionally, it
doesn’t really matter whether the capability is called a task or
a record — the functional relationship to the permission is the
same.

2.2 What Is a Task?
Permissions are often described in relation to one or more
tasks. This relationship is one of the main sources of confusion
around permissions. So what is a task?
A task is basically a path to doing something in NetSuite. It is
always represented by one or more interface elements. These
elements may be something in the navigation, or in a record
or transaction interface.
For example, the Sales Order Approval permission turns
on and off the Sales Order Approval task. Without this
permission, a user cannot approve a sales order.
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2.4 Cleaning Up Permissions
NetSuite’s documentation is quite clear about which record is controlled by which permission. Consider the Work Order permission.
It, not surprisingly, controls work orders. But it also controls a number of related records as set out below:

Permission
Type

Permission

Description

Minimum Level
Required

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Enter Work Orders task

Create

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Manufacturing Operation Task search

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Manufacturing Operation Task task

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Manufacturing Planned Time search

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Mass Create Work Orders task

Create

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Process Status task

Edit

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Search Manufacturing Operation task

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Search Work Orders task

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows usage of the Work Orders task

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows viewing and editing of the Manufacturing Operation task record

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows viewing and editing of the Manufacturing Planned Time record

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows viewing and editing of the Manufacturing Project record

View

Transactions

Work Order

Allows viewing and editing of the Work Order record

View
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It is not possible to reliably detect when permissions are used
at the View level since they leave no data trail.
However, every time a record is edited, NetSuite creates
a system note that describes what was changed, when it
changed, by whom and by what role. Using this, we can work
backwards to find out what permissions are being used to
change data.

NOTE: It is important and useful to also track system
notes on record creation for some time; this will allow you
to determine which roles are creating, but not editing,
permissions.
Knowing this is vital to cleaning up permissions, which is
often vital to managing access and implementing segregation
of duties. It leads us to three simple and very useful
conclusions:

1. If the record has system notes, and there are
no system notes relating to users creating or
editing the relevant record, the permission is
not being actively used (ie, it is not being used
to enter or change data/settings). For extra
confidence, you should have system notes active
on record creation.

Strongpoint comes with pre-built searches that will check if a
permission is being actively used. However, you can also build
your own using the following categories:

1. Transactional activity by role
Search all transactions, including custom
transactions

2. Company activity by role
Seach leads, customers, prospects, vendors,
partners and other companies

3. Other record activity by role
Search all records and settings that have system
notes

If you find you need to set a permission to View (or to remove
a permission) from a group of custom roles, you can make
that change using a mass update. However, be very careful
that you are selecting the correct roles!

2. There are a few permissions, such as
Reconcile, that do not leave system notes, and
need to be checked specifically. However, these
permissions are, or should be, rarely used.

3. A permission that is not actively being used
should be set to View — not deleted — since
users may be using the navigation elements
included in the permission.

Strongpoint
has pre-built
searches that
will check if a
permission is
actively used.
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3

Managing Access

Once your unused roles and unused permissions have been cleaned up, there are still two potential
issues to be addressed: segregation of duties (SoD) and access control.

PRO TIP

3.1 A Real-World Approach
to Implementing
Segregation of Duties

The biggest mistake most companies make in implementing
SoD is that they don’t clean up their user roles first. The
second biggest mistake is that they get too tied up cleaning
up their roles. Using what we learned above, we can chart a
much simpler path to get live with SoD:

Segregation of duties is the concept that the same person
should not be able to complete subsequent steps on the
same chain of transactions. For example, a person who could
write checks and also balance the bank account could use
that ability to cover their tracks in a fraud.

Find and make inactive all
unused and unassigned roles

Segregation of duties is a critical part of SOX compliance,
but it is also increasingly called for in private companies.
It is usually achieved by dividing responsibilities between
different people with different roles. It can also be achieved
by adding a control step, such as a secondary review or
approval, on one part of a transaction.

Check for SoD conflicts within
roles using Strongpoint’s
library of rules

Traditionally, segregation of duties
analysis has been conducted outside
of NetSuite. Strongpoint brings that
analysis into NetSuite to provide
real-time feedback on SoD violations,
with reduced training costs and fewer
bottlenecks.

Find and remove all unused
role assignments

Check if the conflicting
permissions are being actively
used; if not, set them to View
to resolve the conflict.
Resolve any remaining
conflicts based on existing
controls or build new controls
based on Strongpoint Agent.
Check for any multi-role
conflicts. The answer here
is usually to remove one of
the roles but, if you can’t, a
Strongpoint Agent control can
quickly mitigate the risk.
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3.2 Protecting Your Data
With Access Control

Two-factor authentication is set up at the user role level and
is required for Admin users on production accounts. Our
experience is that it is very user-friendly and effective — and
should be implemented for most roles, at most companies.

Access control is the principle that only authorized users
should have access to your NetSuite account and, in
particular, to sensitive permissions in that account. In
NetSuite, anyone who can grant access can grant almost any
access — with the main exception being that only Admins
can grant Administrator access.
Strongpoint allows customers to block unsafe access — such
as Administrator access — without prior approval. However,
even with this, it is critical that passwords are supplemented
by additional security such as two-factor authentication, SSO
or IP address locking for very sensitive access.

SSO is more complex to implement. It allows a user who
has authenticated into one system, such as Google Apps,
to access NetSuite without logging in again. It is more
complicated to manage and is primarily suited to larger
customers with a broad security architecture governing many
applications.
In addition to convenience, the main advantage of SSO is that
it is usually built around an application with real-time threat
analysis to detect potentially dangerous intrusions.

3.4 IP Address Locking
3.3 Implementing Two-Factor Authentication and SSO
Two-factor authentication requires the user to enter a
passcode delivered through their mobile phone. Once they
have provided the code, they may continue to login using the
same device for up to 30 days. If you lose your phone, you can
login using a pre-generated list of emergency codes.

IP address locking is a longstanding, very tight but quite
difficult-to-manage form of access control. When enabled for
a role, users can only log in from specific IP addresses.
While very powerful, this capability should be used cautiously,
since it requires very stable IP addresses. It is not appropriate
for mobile users, or users who work from most home offices
or use a tethered cell connection.

While not foolproof, it is substantially better security than
passwords alone, since the passcodes are not stored in the
browser.

Book a demo today!
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